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Treif Jews: Feminism and a Living Torah
The Curse of Cain
by Regina Schwartz, University of Chicago Press, $22.95

Lifecycles: Jewish Women
on Biblical Themes in Contemporary Life
edited by Debra Orenstein and Jane LItman
Jewish Lights, $24.95

Lil<e Bread on a Seder Plate
by Rebecca Aipert, Columbia University Press, $24.50

The Harlot by the Side of the Road
by Jonathan Kirsch, Ballantine, $27

Is it possible to be a loud-mouthed woman, or a lesbian, or a radical, and still be a Good Jew? Yiddish
writer Sholem Asch had a phrase for those who
don't play nice, who are not nice Jewish girls, or
whose sexuality challenges the norm: "treif Jews."
A batch of writers are now examining the lines we
draw between who is Good and who is Bad, insider
and outsider, "Yid" and "Goy." In the midrashic tradition they tell and retell the stories that allow us to
understand ourselves as Jews, filling in the silences
and inventing the stories that have not been told.
In The Curse of Cain: The Violent Legacy of
Monotheism, Regina Schwartz, argues that in introducing the idea of a single God and a Chosen
People, Judaism also introduced the notion of an
"us" and a "them"—a system to which she attributes all other evils of history: oppression, imperialism,
hierarchy and, by extension, sexism. How women
fare in this binary system is clear from Judaism's
arguments against idolatry: when Israel betrays
monotheism, Schwartz writes, the Jewish people is
described as a woman with her legs spread.
Rather than abandon the tradition, however,
Schwartz looks deeper into it, believing that we can
reconfigure what no longer works. When Moses is
first given the Ten Commandments, even before he
can teach them, he throws the stones to the ground
and breaks them to pieces. "The Torah itself must be
rewritten," Schwartz writes, and she praises the
"tluid and proliferating" nature of Jewish law.
The necessity of transmitting a "living" Torah
that speaks to and reflects our lives is further
explored in Lifecycles: Jewish Women on Biblical
Themes in Contemporary Life, edited by Rabbis
Debra Orenstein and Jane Rachel Litman.
"Repeating the story is a subversive act if done correctly," says contributor Dianne Esses. Each of the
50 women—rabbis, writers and scholars—who contribute to this work (part two in a three part series)
adds her own retelling to this quiet revolution. From
the stoi7 of creation and the liberation of Exodus,
through the blessings and prohibitions of Leviticus
and onward through the texts, these writers tell how
the stories of the Torah become their own. In the
kitchen, in school, and on the front lines of social
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by Sarah Wallis

activism, they ask and answer questions like Amy
Eilberg's, "Where is God for you?"
Rachel Adler's response is a particularly powerful one. As a young Orthodox woman, she had written articles strongly defending the practice of
taharat ha'mishpochah, the purity laws regarding
women and menstruation. Having previously noted
the holiness Orthodoxy infuses into this symbolic
cycle of death and rebirth, she now recants, seeing
only an oppressive view of women's bodies. In the
process of this questioning, Adler returns to the
value of the questioning itself.
Rebecca Aipert, author of Like Bread on a Seder
Plate: Jewish Lesbians and the Transformation of
Tradition, also calls for an expansion of what is considered Torah, in the truest sense of the word,
"teaching." Her allegiance to Judaism is not discouraged by the text in Leviticus that condemns lesbians as "treif" as bread during Passover. "We cannot simply excise the [troubling] biblical text or
ignore it, because it contains precepts that define the
very reasons that we remain connected to Judaism
and the Jewish people in the first place."
She begins with the notion that all of us, lesbian
or straight, are created in God's image. She denies
that Judaism categorically condemns homosexuality, instead placing the prohibitions against "transgressive" sexuality in a historical context. The ban,
she believes, was issued for particular reasons at a
particular time, to distinguish the Jewish people
from the Egyptians and their "idolatrous" sexual
practices. To support this, she points to the sanctified
love between Naomi and Ruth, and between
Jonathan and David. Aipert links the story of
Passover to coming out as gay or lesbian, from a
place of oppression into freedom and community.
Outspoken women, transgressive women,
women who stood up to God and were blessed for
it, are also the central figures in Jonathan Kirsch's
The Harlot by the Side of the Road: Forbidden Tales
of the Bible. He retells the stories of sexuality and
violence rabbis and priests have suppressed,
silenced, and edited into oblivion. Puzzling, challenging stories of women like Tamar, Zipporah, or
Lot's daughters are his starting points. He argues
that these were women who used the only tools they
had—their sexuality, ingenuity, or determination—
to do what needed to be done.
In a tradition that links sexual immorality to idolatry, both metaphorically and literally, it is a true
challenge to see the biblical harlot as hero. Writers
like these open our eyes to a Torah that not only has
room for all our varied voices, but demands their
inclusion—a Torah in which, as Adler states, "[our]
lives themselves are text."
Sarah Wallis /.? a writer living in San Franci.sco.
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In a World of Women-Centered Politics
To Do & To Be: Portraits of Four Women
Activists, 1893-1986: Gertrude Barnum,
Mary Dreier, Pauline Newman, Rose Pesotta
by Ann Schofield
Northeastern University Press, $15.95

The 1911 Triangle Fire was never far from Pauline
Newman's mind. By the time of the tragedy she'd
become a union organizer, socialist and suffragist.
But Newman had spent eight years at Triangle—
years when children under the legal working age hid
from health inspectors and women worked 12-hour
days in the factory. Among the 146 young women
who died in the fire, Newman counted many
friends. For the rest of her life, she measured labor's
progress by asking whether it could happen again.
In To Do and To Be, historian Ann Schofield tells
the stories of four women, including Newman, who
shaped independent lives as labor activists earlier in
this centuiy. Schofield shows how each of the four
navigated the rough political waters of her day,
charting her unique course between broadei social
concerns and those specific to women. Her narratives are nearly seamless in blending sophisticated
political analysis with the compelling stories of
women who lived outside traditional marriage.
Schooled in the Lower East Side's radical politics, Newman spent most of her career with the
International Ladies Garment Workers' Union
(ILGWU), an institution with a strong Yiddish
accent and equally strong male domination. She
balanced this loyalty with participation in a new
world of women-centered politics, anchored by the
'Women's Trade Union League (WTUL). This coalition of wage-earning and middle-class women
fought for the eight-hour day, decent wages,
women's suffrage and protective workplace laws.
The WTUL introduced radical Jewish workingclass women like Newman to women like Gertrude
Barnum, Mary Dreier, and the young Eleanor
Roosevelt—women born into comfort, even riches.
Newman's collaboration with wealthier women
began as a tactical necessity, a response to organized labor's indifference to women workers.
Newman's appraisals of them reveal some of the
coalition's fault lines. Barnum worked in settlement
houses, organized strikes, became a leading suffragist, and wrote fiction that defined wage work as a
feminine pursuit. But Newman considered Barnum
blind to the realities of class. When Barnum
expressed amazement that middle-class women
failed to support striking garment workers, Newman
sneered that "G.B. is no more able to do this job
than I am to be a dancing master."
Yet Newman recalled warmly that "there was no
more devoted unionist than Mary Dreier." Dreier's
willingness to picket and go to jail won her the love
of young women hungry not only for a living wage.

by Mimi Bhiestone

but for the respectability Dreier lent their cause.
Despite their differences, Dreier and Newman
both found community—and life partners—within
the women's labor reform movement. For decades,
Newman shared a home with economist Frieda
Miller, together raising Miller's child. "A Jewish
social tradition shaped [Newman's] politics and her
activism," Schofield writes, "but American society
allowed her a personal life that would have been
unheard of in the shtetl."
Newman's passion for socialism waned over the
years as the New Deal—influenced by the WTUL
agenda—brought greater security to workers' lives.
But government programs were not Rose Pesotta's
preferred tools. An anarchist, she believed workers'
unions should meet their needs. The leading female
labor leader of the 1930s, Pesotta crisscrossed the
country to organize women in the dressmaking
industry. A fellow ILGWU official called her "a
torch that ignited whatever she touched."
Leaving her Ukrainian village at 16, Pesotta
joined the substantial contingent of Jewish anarchists in New York's needle trades. Her anarchist
fiance was among those deported in 1919 with
Pesotta's friend, Emma Goldman. In the years that
followed, Pesotta's affairs were many, reflecting her
commitment to sexual freedom. The lack of a longterm relationship haunted her, but she found a community in her union, in the anarchist movement, and
among her shop-floor companions."
Pesotta excelled at organizing across ethnic
lines, running successful drives among Chicana,
French-Canadian, and American-born women.
Frustrated that her union refused to bring more
women into leadership, she gave up her vice presidency. "A one-woman vice president could not adequately represent the women who now make up
85% of the International's membership," she told
the 1944 ILGWU convention.
A post-war visit to Europe "powerfully reinforced Pesotta's Jewishness," Schofield writes,
drawing her into the Jewish Labor Committee's
refugee work. Viewing the new Israeli state as a
great social experiment, she worked briefly for the
American Trade Union Council for Histradrut.
"Pesotta lived life without a script," Schofield
observes. So did Barnum, Dreier, and Newman.
Their complexity and courage shine through this
fascinating narrative, and their stories challenge us
today. Sweatshops persist from Chinatown to
China, coercive workfare prepares people for
nonexistent jobs, and the vision of decent health
care and child care has yet to be realized. How
would Newman rate our progress?

A Jewish
social
tradition
shaped
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Newman's
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society
allowed her
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shtetl.

Mimi Bluestone, of New York, is wor/cing on a young
adult hook about Rose Pesotta.
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Talking Back
Images of Jewish
Women in American
Popular Culture
JOYCE ANTLER, editor
"Marjorie Morningstar and
Ruth Puttermesser, Grace
Paley and Barbra Streisand,
are here, cheek by jowl,
in this rich collection of
essays. A stimulating, wide-ranging, and often
surprising mix."
— JOAN MICKLIN SILVER, Filmmaker and Director
"These smart, provocative, and incisive essays provide
new perspectives on the power of portrayals of Jewish
women in print, drama, film, and broadcast media to
shape our sense of what it means to be a Jew at the
end of this century. For millions of Americans, these
are the 'texts' that teach us about w h o and what
Jewish women are and can be. Talking Back teaches
us how to read these texts through a keen feminist
lens, and points the way towards creating new texts
that will reflect how Jewish women's insights and
energy are transforming our culture. Bravo!"
— SUE LEVI ELWELL, Rabbi
"A collection of academic essays that's fun to read?
Not so impossible, considering the subject. The
Goldbergs, Marjorie Morningstar, Sophie Tucker, the
Divine Miss M, Rhoda Morgenstern—to name just a
few. For Jews—and especially for Jewish women—
these are our cousins, our aunties, our homies for
heaven's sake."
— ANITA DIAMANT, author
315 pp. IIIus. $45.00 cloth / $21.95 paper
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Under My Hat
by Sally Berkovic
Joseph's Bookstore, London (fax 44-181-731-7575]

Part memoir, part scathing social commentary, part rallying cry
for Orthodox feminism, this first book by self-described
"unorthodox Orthodox" author Sally Berkovic traces the struggles of modern Orthodox Jewish women and reveals the paradoxes of living a traditional Jewish yet modern life in a "postfeminist" age.
In this courageous book (which will no doubt earn Berkovic
the ire of many in her community), Berkovic covers familiar
Orthodox feminist territory: women's Jewish education, tefUlah
groups, agiinot, battered wives, the possibility of Orthodox
women rabbis. She does so with a refreshing non-American
focus, often referring to the situation of Orthodox women in
England (where she now lives). Unlike North American
Orthodox Jews, British Jews are under the jurisdiction of a Chief
Rabbinate and must follow its halachic rulings; there's no
"shopping around" for alternative answers to pressing question;,.
The daughter of Holocaust survivors, Berkovic grew up in
Melbourne, Australia, in a community where, until she was a
teenager, she didn't know anyone whose parents weren't survivors. A thread of grief runs through the book. She recalls how
she was too anguished and passive to say Kaddish after her
mother's death, when Berkovic was 19. By the time her father
died 12 years later, Berkovic felt a strong need to recite Kaddish
daily, despite the controversy it could have caused. While she
had once "thought being devout meant being silent. . . [n]ow I
am devout because I found my voice in between the deaths of
my parents."
In good feminist fashion, Berkovic's personal reflections are
expanded into a piercing social commentary on the vagaries of
contemporary Orthodox Jewish life. Berkovic reveals how the
internal divisions in Orthodox Jewry are often played out on the
heads of Jewish women. At a menu-planning meeting for a function in Berkovic's community, only women who covered their
hair were allowed to bring cakes baked in their kitchens; bareheaded women were relegated to bringing fruit and drinks.
("What, do we mix the batter with our shaytels?" one woman
complained.)
Berkovic advocates dialogue between women from other
"orthodoxies." "The shaytel, the nun's wimple and the veil are
all variations on the same theme.... Women pressing for change
within their own religious tradition can learn froin the experiences of other women—be it in terms of strategy, theological
arguments or handling the social fallout which comes from agitating for change." In an era when Orthodox Judaism is at best
ambivalent about its relationship to other Jewish denominations,
Berkovic's call for mX&xfaith dialogue is truly remarkable.
Unfortunately, at times Berkovic's narrative spins off on tangents. A discussion about Bertha Pappenheim as a model for single Orthodox career women, because of her campaign against
Jewish prostitution and white slavery, leads to a 14-page digression on the problems of agunot. A tragic story of a modern day
mainzer breaks back into the life of Bertha Pappenheim, which
then segues into a discussion of another of Berkovic's heroines,
Henrietta Szold. These abrupt transitions mar the flow of

Berkovic's otherwise graceful narrative.
Under My Hat addresses the serious issues of
Orthodox feminists with wit, pathos, and uncompromising honesty. One hopes to see more honest
descriptions of the personal and political successes
and challenges of Orthodox feminists like Berkovic.
—Susan Sapiro

Celebrating the Lives of Jewisli Women:
Patterns in a Feminist Sampier
edited by Rachel Josefowitz Siegel and Ellen Cole
The Harrington Park Press, $19.95

A Heart of Wisdom:
Making tlie Jewisli Journey from Midlife
Through the Elder Years
edited by Susan Berrin
Jewish Lights Publishing, $24.95

A Heart of Wisdom, a new anthology edited by
Susan Berrin, is an upbeat book that makes one
look forward to the later years. Jewish tradition,
with its respect for the wisdom and experience of
its elders, differs appreciably from that of
American society, which worships youthful bodies
and unwrinkled faces. Our ancestor, Sarah, gave
birth and raised a child while in her 90s. Moses led
the people through the desert for 40 years and died
at 120. Neither of these feats are recommended for
us Americans, who are expected to slow down,
retire, apply for Medicare and cash social security
checks at a mere 65.
The essays by more than 40 contributors in this
book introduce us to the challenge of seeing the
later years as the beginning of a time that can prove
even more productive than youth or middle age. In
her essay "Feminism and Aging," Sheva Medjuck
reminds us that Betty Friedan and Gloria Steinem
regard aging as an opportunity for new adventure.
She writes that growing older can allow a woman
to live as she chooses even though stereotypical

"Thou Shalt Not Lessen the Humanity of Women,"
writer Cynthia Ozick demanded in 1983. As an
unwritten 11th commandment, Ozick's injunction
has led women to battle the sexism that confronts
them. Celebrating the Lives of Jewish Women, an
enriching and provocative new.collection of 28
essays by American and Canadian-based writers,
continues this tradition. In essays both political
and personal, the anthology posits solutions to
gender inequities that incorporate activism and ritual. In addition, tiklcun olam, the individual's
responsibility for repairing the world, is analyzed
in feminist terms. For Lenore Walker and Judith
Chalmer, who write about domestic violence, this
means smashing the myth of the peaceful Jewish home.
Other essays tackle intermarriage;
homophobia; assimilation; identity;
Sephardi/Ashkenazi relationships; conversion; the Holocaust; anti-Semitism;
'ow;„
coming of age; and the role of the synagogue in everyday life. While all of the
contributors are Jewish females, the book
"A wonderful
includes the work of teens and greatweave of women's
grandmothers, immigrants and nativevoices that invites
born Americans, the secular and the
A stunning
the reader to
observant, the socialist and the conservaparticipate in a
combination
of
tive. Yet a common theme—a feeling of
conversation both
scholarship
and
otherness—is expressed in virtually
thousands of years
creative
imagination.
every chapter.
old and utterly
The voice of Jewish
The work to be done in dealing with
new."
this otherness and eradicating sexism and
women, silenced for
—JUDITH
misogyny within the Jewish community
three thousand years, A Woman's Commentary on the Torah
PLASKOW
and in the world itself remains enormous.
begins to emerge in
The mandate, concludes writer Ellyn
this book."
Kaschak, is this: "We must insist upon
—RABBI
HAROLD
not seeing ourselves through others' eyes
KUSHNER
as Jews or as women, but instead reclaim
Ellen FrankelphD.
our own vision. . . . We must weep and
wail, and argue and support, and quesScholar ELLEN FRANKEL presents a compelling
tion, and question. And we must subvert
commentary on the Torah from a modern Jewish woman's perspective.
the traditions that exclude women's
perspectives with our subversions."
HarperSanFrancisco
—Eleanor J. Bader
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Where She
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reads like an
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but is the
true story
of four
generations
of Czech
Jewish
women.
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messages tell her to be the demure, self-sacrificing
widow.
I particularly enjoyed Mai-garet Moers Wenig's
essay, "God Is a Woman and She Is Growing Older."
She invites us to imagine God as a woman of many
years. "She moves more slowly. . . . Her hair thinning. . . . Her face lined. Her smile is no longer innocent." God and Her visitor sit down for a cup of tea.
They understand one another. The visitor loses her
fear of the future. She can now face each day with
wonder and anticipation. She knows that God is in
her and of her.
Zalman Schachter-Shalomi teaches that we can
become whatever kind of elder we want. In "From
Age-ing to Sage-ing," we learning that growing old
is a time to appreciate our own successes and
greater maturity. Reading this book, we travel
through a section on "Mid-life Passages" to
"Meeting the Challenges of Aging." It is a journey
worth enjoying.
—Dee Fuller

Where She Came From:
A Daughter's Search for Her Mother's History
by Helen Epstein
Little, Brown, $24.95

Everything about Helen Epstein's new book.
Where She Came From, is incredible—in the literal sense of the word. How can a Jewish woman in
late 20th-century America reconstruct her own
matrilineal history, across two centuries and an
extinct civilization, with only scant clues to help
her? And how did the four generations of women
she portrays survive deaths of parents and children, brutal anti-Semitism, poverty, suicidal
depression, and the Holocaust? The plot reads like
an epic novel but is simply the family history of a
rather ordinary Jewish Czech family from the 19th
century through today.
While countless Jewish families have
Holocaust stories, hardly any have records of their
ancestry dating back to the early 1800s. Such a
history through women is even rarer. And yet
author Helen Epstein has found the grave (and the
life story!) of her great-great-grandmother,
Josephine Ullman, born in 1807 in a small
Moravian town.
Throughout the book Epstein paints the discoveries of her own history against an impeccably
researched backdrop of the general history of Jews
in the Czech lands. For example, in 1782 Emperor
Joseph II pronounced Jews "almost equal with
other foreigners of related religions" and thus
required to have last names, rather than the traditional "son of, daughter o f construction. "For a

1998

price, Jews could choose a pretty name." Those
who couldn't afford to buy their own were
assigned names like Klein (small) or Gross (big),
or worse, Furcht, (anxiety and fear).
Such unusual tidbits, including the stories of the
Medieval philosemitic Czech Protestants who kept
kosher and those who converted to Judaism rather
than become Catholic or face exile, make for a fascinating read through the first third of the book. The
closer the author gets to the Holocaust and our own
time, the less unique the stoiy becomes.
Epstein has created an impeccable piece of historiography. The reader shares her triumph and
sense of awe when she finds her grandmother's
business listing in a 1910 Prague phone book long
forgotten in a Czech library's stacks. Where She
Came From is just such a find, barely dreamed of
yet so dear once discovered.
—Karen Prager Kramer

The Red Tent
by Anita Diamant
St. IVIartin's Press, $23.95

As Anita Diamant's The Red Tent opens, Dinah,
daughter of Jacob and Leah, tempts the reader to
hear her story. "We have been lost to each other for
so long," she entices us. "I became a footnote, my
story a brief detour between the well-known history
of my father, Jacob, and the celebrated chronicle of
Joseph, my brother. On those rare occasions when I
was remembered, it was as a victim."
And so Diamant retells the story of Dinah, who
is known to us primarily because she was raped. In
Diamant's lyrical construction, Dinah illuminates
not only her own story, but the lives of the women
and the society around her. As the only daughter,
Dinah becomes the repository of her family's stories
and secrets. She becomes their memory.
Constructing the story in the tradition of
mldrashim, Diamant uses the sparse details of the
text and expands them, filling the holes with her
narrative. It is a beautiful tale that stretches back to
Jacob's marriage to Rachel and Leah, and reaches
long past the last mentions of Dinah in the Torah.
Through Dinah's words, we begin to imagine the
smells and sounds of a camp filled with 12 boys of
differing temperaments, a kind but distant patriarch, sisters who compete in their maiTiage to the
same man yet keep the bonds of sisterhood strong.
It is a home filled with cooking, laughing, weeping
and, most importantly, storytelling.
Though Diamant's stoi^ is lodged in the traditional text, her work is a modern interpretation of a
woman whose elliptical story has challenged readers and commentators throughout the centuries.
—Natalie Blitt

Talking Back:
Images of Jewish Women in
American Popular Culture
edited by Joyce Antler
Brandeis University Press, $21.95

Yiddishe Momma. JAP. Jewish Big
Mouth. Long Suffering Mother. These
are just some of the images of Jewish
women that have pervaded American
popular culture. The essays in Talking
Back, written mainly by professors in
women's studies, history, literature, and
Jewish studies, explore the representation of Jewish women in texts ranging
through Passover haggadot, immigrant
diaries and present-day pop culture.
The anthology's chronological
arrangement limns the changing nature
of identity for Jewish women in
America. As mapped by Gail Twersky
Reimer, Sylvia Barack Fishman, Joan
Jacobs Brumberg and others, the generational conflicts of immigrant fiction
evolved into questions of assimilation
and interfaith relations. In the 1970s,
these bowed to the war of the sexes,
when, according to an essay by RivEllen Prell, the typical Jewish woman
depicted by Jewish female writers is a
comic loser, looking for love while trying to shed her "grotesque" body.
Discussing cultural representations,
the essayists are able to explore not just
the images themselves, but also the people who provide them: Herman Wouk
and Philip Roth, along with Jewish
women writers who can offer more complex and lively female characters.
Historian June Sochen reveals how convention-breaking Jewish women entertainers—from Fannie Brice and Sophie
Tucker to Joan Rivers and Bette
Midler—could challenge many stereotypical images of Jewish women (for
example. Tucker as the sexy Red Hot
Momma).
Talking Back explores the many
ways in which Jewish-American
women relate to sex, marriage, parents, identity, work, class, humor, stories, friendships and dreams. Even if
the cultural representations (read,
stereotypes) of Jewish women have
not typically been complex and
diverse, the picture painted by this
anthology is.
—Tamara Fishman

Finding a Prayer for Those
Unmarked Occasions
In Rodger Kamenetz's new book, Stalking
Elijah; Adventures with Today's Jewish
Mystical Masters [HarperSanFrancisco,
1997], Rabbi Lynn Gottlieb describes a
spiritual teaching she once did with a synagogue 's women's group.
"I found, in working with
[this] group [of women, that
their] synagogue experience
had not allowed them to share
deep and intimate moments in
their lives.
"I led a silent meditation.
We were supposed to be looking
at biblical women. But every
single woman saw her grandmother, and her grandmother had something to say to her. They started crying. I
said, 'There must be many things in your
lives you wish you could ritualize in a
deeper way. Let's go back up to the bimah
and do it, and make the prayers for those

occasions that you didn't get to celebrate.'
We went back to the himah, opened a
small Holocaust Torah. The woman who
donated it had never held it! It was a
Conservative congregation; they only let
them take the Torah out once a
year. So we used that Torah.
I opened it up to the Shema.
I know it's one phrase everybody can read." Each came up
to read from the Torah.
"Women who had converted
but never felt received,
women recovering from illnesses, women who named
their daughters but had not
felt blessed or honored or acknowledged, and so on. So we called them up,
and people spoke about their experiences.
I asked them to say a prayer, what's on
their hearts and minds. They read from the
Torah and said a blessing. After, there was
so much emotion."
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acclaimed hook jfewish Women, Jewish Men: The Legacy of
Patiiarchy
in Jewish Life, a feminist interpretation of Jewish histoiy,
culture, mythology, sociology and psychology (HarperCollins h/c,
548 pp.) by LILITH'S co-founding editor is now available at b e l o w
1/2 price* t o LILITH's readers. Prepaid by check/money order.
Send $13.95 + $3.00 s&h (NYS'ers add sales tax)** to Beruriah Books,
P O B 1874, Cadiedral Sta. N Y C 10025-1874.
'original price $32.50
"outside US & buli< orders: write Beruriali Bool<s for rates.
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